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INTRODUCTION
The farmer

is

not only a producer of agricultural products but he

cause of necessity a farm mechanic.

work

On every farm

of a widely varying nature that can

there

is

is

be-

much farm shop

and must be done by the farmer.

Every farmer has the problem of keeping the farm machinery in working
A great many things must be made both for the house and farm.
Many situations arise where the farmer will have to repair his farm buildings,
and often the need arises for building small buildings, such as poultry houses,
hog houses, etc. Harness has to be repaired. Milk cans, pails, and other vessels need to be soldered.
Fences and gates need to be built and repaired.
Painting and finishing jobs must be done about the farm house and farm buildcondition.

ings.

where neither the farmer nor his son have the
necessary to do the kind of farm jobs enumerated above.
As a result of this condition most of the farm shop work goes undone, or an
expense is incurred by hiring it done.
It is

skills

and

What

too often the case
facilities

is

the cau-se of this condition?

Among

other causes

it is

due to the

home farm shop. With a home farm shop available many cold and rainy days may be utilized profitably by repairing and
making farm equipment and home conveniences.
lack of a place to work or a

recognized that the information presented in this bulletin does not
This is the first of a contemplated
series of farm shop bulletins.
It

is

cover completely the farm shop question.

Acknowledgements are made to Mr. V. G. Martin, Head of Agricultural
Education Department, State College, and Mr. J. L. Easom, Itinerant Teacher
Trainer, State College, for reading and criticising the manuscript for this
bulletin; to Mr. O. R. Bailey, Superintendent of Building, State College, for
reading and criticising the section on painting and wood finishing; to Mr,
N. M. McCorkle, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, State College,
for reading and criticising the section on farm electricity; to Mr. N. E. Wilson,
Associate Professor in Agricultural Education, State College, for reading and
criticising the section on farm workshop; to students in farm shop, Mississippi
State College, for assisting in making the drawings; and to the Progressive
Farmer, for permission to use jobs in the Handy Device Section.
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LEATHER AND LEATHER WORK ON THE FARM
Practically every farmer uses
very important on the farm.
Many times when leather harness breaks it is temporarily fixed by tying together with hay baling wire, strings, and rope, and in
many cases this becomes the only repair that is given, and often causes a loss

Leather

is

some leather harness.

This condition exists due to the lack of leather and equipment on
hand to make necessary repairs. The price of small quantities of leather is
from 75c to $1.50 per pound which causes many farmers to repair their harness

of time.

in the

manner described above.
at some time during

the year have a cow hide that is thrown
away, or sold at a very low price, that could be tanned at home and have the
There are tanners that will tan leather
leather for making harness repairs.
The name and address
for one half of the hide, or a certain price per pound.
of these companies may be secured by writing the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Leather can be tanned on the farm. It isn't very agreeable work, but a
person that is willing to spend the required amount of time can have a very
good grade of leather. Without the proper care and attention during the
tanning process there isn't any use trying to tan leather on the farm.

Most farmers

Home Tanning

Leather

of

Preliminary Operations: Before a hide

is

tanned there are certain prelim-

same for all methods
These operations are:
1.
Put 6 to 8 pounds good quality burnt or caustic lime in a clean wooden
container with capacity of at least 5 gallons. Never use air slacked lime. To
the lime add 1 quart of water, gradually adding more v/ater as the slackening
process continues, but never add enough water to quench the slacking. After
inary operations that must be carried out which are the

tanning given here.

of

slacking stir in
of the hide

is

2

gallons clean water.

Slack lime on the day before soaking

begun.

may

Fresh hydrated lime, not air slacked,
5

be used

8

to 10

pounds

in

4

to

gallons water instead of burnt or caustic lime.

Soaking and cleaning. If hide has been salted shake as much salt out
Spread hide, hair side down, and trim off tail, head, ears, shank,
and all ragged edges.
Spread hair side up on smooth log or board and split into two sides
down the back bone line.
Soak in clean water with flesh side out for two or three hours. Remove
and scrape all flesh off possible. Place hide hair side up and clean as thorough2.

as possible.

ly

as possible.
Refill barrel

with clean water and allow hide to soak from 12 to 48 hours,
After soaking clean hide thoroughly, removing all

or until soft and piiable.
dirt,

and flesh from the hide.
Pour slacked lime in barrel and

3.

stir

thoroughly.

Hang

ing sure they are covered.
or

4

When

nearly

full

with clean cool water,

Sides should be pulled up and lime water stirred

times daily, until hair will come
4.

fill

hides on rope or stick, hair side out in lime water, beoff easily,

usually requiring

6

3

to 10 days.

limed, spread hides hair side up and with back side of drawer

knife or butcher knife, push off hair from
of skin should rub off with the hair

all

parts.

when properly

A

curdy or cheesy layer
After this is done

limed.

FARM MKCllANJCS
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soak the sides in lime water for another day or two and repeat the scraping
process on the hair side of the hides to work out as much lime, grease and
dirt as possible.

Turn sides over and *'scud" or scrape, being sure
5.
matter and being careful not to cut the sides.
6.

all

fleshy

After unhairing and fleshing operations, rinse sides in clean cool water

Add

several times.

16 ounces of tannery

water and hang sides
If

remove

to

22%

lactic acid in 40 to 50 gallons

in it for 24 hours, pull sides

lactic acid isn't available use

1

up and

stir frequently.

At

gallon vinegar instead.

this

stage

the sides are ready for tanning.

Tanning Oak Bark Formula
1.

Pour 30

40

to

pounds ground oak bark into 20 gallons boiling water
and allow to stand until using. Stir oc-

15 or 20 days before tanning starts

casionally.
2.

Wlien ready

2

Finish

filling

Place sides in

quarts vinegar.

through a coarse clean sack
% full with water. Add
tanning barrel with as few wrinkles and

to tan strain the tan liquor

into the tanning barrel.

barrel about

folds as possible.

Soak 30 to 40 pounds more oak bark in 20 gallons hot water. Let
3.
second bark liquor stand uiitil sides are evenly colored or from 10 to 15 days.
At this time take 5 gallons tanning liquor out of tanning barrel and add i/4
Also add 2 quarts more vinegar and stir well.
of the second bark liquor.
Every 5 days add 14 of the second bark liquor until all is used.
4.

At

this stage

hot water.

weigh 40 pounds

fine

Mix thoroughly, and hang

dump

in

the

dampened

bark.

and leave for about
and finishing.

sides in the tanning barrel

At this point the sides are ready

weeks.

ground oak bark and moisten with

Pull sides out of bark liquor and

for oiling

6

Chrome-Tanned Leather
For hide weighing 30 pounds or more. For hides weighing
pounds use i/^ of the chemical listed below.

less

than 30

pounds crystallized sodium carbonate, and 6 pounds of
warm, clean water in wooden or fibre bucket. At the
same time dissolve 12 pounds chrome alum (chromium potassium sulphate
crystals) in 9 gallons clean, cool water in wooden barrel.
1.

Dissolve

common

When

chemicals are dissolved pour soda salt solution

chrome alum
in

31/^

salt in 3 gallons

solution, stirring constantly.

Keep

soda solution.

Take

solution well covered.

slowly

into

the

at least 10 m.inutes to pour

This should be done two days

before using.
2.

Put

4

gallons of stock chrome solution in barrel and add 30 gallons of

clean, cool water.
first

Mix thoroughly and hang sides

in

Stir often the

barrel.

few days.
3.

After

3

days remove the sides temporarily and add

14

of

remaming
move

stock chrome solution and mix thoroughly and again hang in the sides,
the sides about and stir often.
4.

At end of three days repeat the above operation.

MISS.
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5.
After three or four days cut the sides to see if it is colored uniformly
greenish or bluish throughout, if so the tanning process is about complete.

Boil a small piece a few minutes.

the tanning process
ution awhile longer.

is

If it curls

up and becomes hard or rirbbery

must be left in tanning solready for oiling and finishing.

not completed and the sides

At

this point the sides are

Alum Tanning
1.

Dissolve
5

3

wooden tanning

potash alum

Pom- soda solution into alum solution

become milky and

in

15

gallons

pounds

6

of salt in

wooden bucket.

ing the solution constantly.
will

or

barrel.

pounds crystallized sodium carbonate, and

gallons cold water in a
2.

ammonia alum

Dissolve 12 pounds of

clean water in

If

very slowly, stirpoured rapidly the solution
Add enough cool water to nearly fill the

soda solution

will not tan.

in barrel very,
is

barrel.
3.

Hang

sides in solution, pull up the sides and stir solution six or eight

times a day.
4.

After six or seven days remove sides from alum soda solution

and

rinse well for about a quarter of an hour in clean cold water.

Oiling

and Finishing

With each method of tanning when sides are removed from tanning soluwash thoroughly in clean, cool water. Allow sides to drain and dry out
slowly. While still very damp go over grain or hair side with liberal coating

tion

of neat's foot or cod

more begin

to

oil.

After oils have gone in and sides have dried a

work them over a "stake."

appear on folding

it

is

When

little

light spots or light streaks

time to begin staking.

done by pulling the damp leather vigorously back and forth
over the edge of a small smooth board. The sides must be thoroughly staked
all over in order to make them soft and pliable.
The staking must be continued at frequent intervals until the leather is dry. When leather has been
properly staked it will be soft and pliable.
Staking

is

When dry, evenly dampen the sides by dipping them in water or by leavthem over night covered with wet burlap or sacks. Apply to the grain or
hair side a thick coating of warm dubbin.
Dubbin is made by mixing equal
parts of neat's foot oil and tallow or cod oil and tallow.
Leave the greased
sides in a warm place until dry.
Scrape off the excess tallow and stake the
ing

If leather is too hard dampen evenly with water before staking.
be necessary to repeat this process several times to get a high quality

sides, again.
It

may

leather.

After staking, go over the sides with a slicker, pressing the slicker firmly
against the leather while pushing it away from the body. Slick out the grain
or hair side in all directions.

The slicker can be made from a block of wood about six inches square,
lYz inches thick at the head, and shaved down in the shape of a wedge to a
thin edge.
Reference: Farmer's Bulletin 1334,
Fur Skins."

"Home Tanning

of

Leather and Small
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Leather Stitching Clamp

Needed:

Materials

pine 2"xl2"x3'

1.

1

piece

2.

1

piece

pine

l"xl2"xl'-8"

3.

1

piece

pine

I"xl2"x3'

4.

2 pieces

piae

5.

2 pieces

pine I"x2"xl2"

6.

1

pair 3"

2"x4"x3'-4"

strap hinges

Directions:

Cut bottom piece 3 feet
Locate
from 2"xl2" plank.
notches for jaws 1 foot, 3 inches
and 1 foot. 7 inches from end. Cut
notches for jaws at an angle so
1.

long

that they will

come together

Figure

at top.

i

Cut end piece 1 foot, 8 inches long from l"xl2" lumber.
3.
Cut seat 3 feet long from l"xl2" lumber. Measure 1 foot, 3 inches
from end as in bottom piece and cut notches in piece so that jaws may come
through as illustrated in drawing. Hinge seat on to end piece with 3 inch
strap hinges, cut two pieces I"x2"xl2" for cleats to use on each side of jaws
where they come through seat.
4.
Cut jaws 2"x4"x3' 4". Shape as shown in illustration. The illustraIt would possibly
tion shows the jaws fastened to bottom piece with screws.
be better to hinge jaws to bottom piece to allow the jaws to open freely when
2.

inserting leather.

Making

a

Bridle

Materials Needed:
buckles for throat strap

1.

2

5/4"

2.

4

1%" buckles

3.

1

pair bits

4.

Gauge

5.

Rivets and rivet set

6.

Awl, thread, harness needles, and harness wax

for

cheek straps

knife
Call

rivets should be put in with

the smooth side to the animal)

Directions:

—

Throat Strap
Cut a strap 20 1/^ inches long and i/^ inch wide. Put on
each end a i/^ inch buckle. The finished throat strap should be 18 14 inches
long.

Head Strap

— Cut

a

strap

24

inches long and

1%

inches

wide.

Then

cut each end back for a distance of 714 inches and V2 inch wide to fit into the
throat strap.
Be sure that this strip is cut on the same side of the 1%

inch strap.

Punch

Brow Band

six holes in

— Cut a

each end.

% inch wide. Bevel the ends
back each end for 214 inches and rivet

strap 22 inches long and

slightly on the flesh side.

Then

fold

or sew to make a loop to fit the head strap. This gives a strap with 2 loops
and length of 17 inches. If blinds are to be put on the bridle, the brow band
is not absolutely necessary, though a better bridle will be made if it is put on.
Likewise, a rivet placed in the loop so as to pass between the y2 inch strip
and the I14 inch strip will make it stiffer and it will look better. This rivet

can be covered with a piece of leather or a brass "spot."

Cheek Straps
wide

for

the bit

—

—

Bit Straps
Cut two straps 12 inches long and 1 14 inches
cheek straps. Cut two straps 13 inches long and I14 inches wide for
straps.
Bevel one end of the bit straps slightly on the flesh side.

MIS'S.
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1/^"

Blind

it -

Figure

Punch

six holes 1 inch apart

back lYz inches and
cheek strap rivet the

The
be

2

fit

a

2

on other end.

1 14

bit strap

Fold these ends of the cheek straps
At one end of each

inch buckle to each end.

behind the cheek strap with the flesh side

out.

lap of the bit strap on the back of the buckle on the cheek strap should

inches.

Fit the bits in

and assemble.

—

Blinds
In case blinds are put on the bridle, cut two pieces like the sketch
and turn them over and cut two reverse pieces. Sew two pieces together with
flesh side together.
Then sew to upper end one strap 8 inches long and %
inch wide.
Then sew the cheek straps and bit straps to the blinds with
buckles sewed in.
The cheek straps lap for the buckle and the bit straps
should be sewed back of the blinds. The S inch strap at the top is pulled to
the center of the head strap and the blinds shaped. Then the 8 inch strap is
riveted and the extra leather cut off.
Reference: Texas Extension Service Mimeograph MS-26U,
"Making a
Bridle," College Station, Texas.
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"A

stitch in time will save nine"

A

be applied here.

little

repair

is

work

9

Leather Harness

a time-honored axiom that might well

at the proper time will

add many more

useful years to leather harness.
Directions:

Repairing a Leather Bridle

—Examine

bridle to determine

il'

the pieces are ripped, remove

are broken or ripped apart.

If

and hardened accumulations.

Sew

piece or pieces
old thread

all

pieces back together by sewing through old

stitch holes.

When

pieces are broken, rip

off all

broken parts.

sometimes neces-

It is

sary to use wire pliers in removing sprigs and brads. All pieces that are to
be put back into the bridle should be thoroughly cleaned of all hardened ac-

Buckles should be saved from broken parts.
Cut pieces of repair leather the same size as those broken. This can best
be done by measuring similar pieces on an unbroken bridle or the other half
cumulations.

of the

same

bridle.

all beveling from flesh side of the leathThis will leave the strongest part of the leather to be used. When bending to sew on buckle or snap always bend to flesh side.
When pieces that are to be sewed are placed in position, they may be held
secure by driving short wire sprigs through them. If the pieces can be riveted

there are ends to be beveled, do

If

er.

together, rivet and then sew.

When

The sprigs may be bradded and

left in

the leather.

has been completed, wash old leather
parts with a rag saturated with gasoline. Allow to dry a few minutes and rub
If the old
all leather parts thoroughly with a rag dipped in a harness oil.
strap pieces seem hard and stiff, pull briskly across the edge of a 1" plank

and

all

riveting and

stitching

re-oil.

Repairing Leather Lines

Remove

that are badly

—Examine

to

wire, knots, etc., in lines,

all

worn

determine what parts to remove.
and cut out all parts of the line

or broken.

Determine how much new leather will have to be added to each part to
(The outside rein or short line is
bring the lines back to standard length.
usually 5' to 6'. The inside rein or long line is usually 6' to 7', and the remainder of the line is 8' to 10', depending upon the length desired.)
Do all beveling from flesh side. Bevel enough for a 3" lap at each joint.
Bevel so that the joint will be only slightly thicker than the other part of the
two rivets a I each joint and stitch. The rivets should be placed so
as to brad on the flesh side.
Wash old parts with a rag saturated with gasoline. Allow to dry a few

lines, place

minutes and thoroughly

oil entire

Repairing Leather Collar

about a leather
tion piece
ing.

The

may

collar.

be

collar

oft.

line.

—Anyone

The top strap

A

or all of the following

or buckle

may be

off.

may need
The neck

fixing

protec-

small or large hole in side, thus causing loss of pack-

might be broken at bottom, causing

it

to

be

mean

in putting

on mule or horse.
If

the top strap buckle and neck protection piece needs replacing, cut

all

punch holes through all pieces at places desired and fasten on
with copper rivets and burrs. The burr should be bradded on from the top.
Lace with raw
If collar needs packing use fine oat straw or fine hay.
hide 14" wide. A collar awl will make this lacing much easier.

pieces to

fit,

MISS.
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If a piece of leather is to be placed around the collar to strengthen it or
stop up a hole, get a pliable piece of thin leather and shape to fit collar. Trim
Soak the piece in water for a few minutes, remove and
all edges rounding.

hammer
tightly

make

thoroughly to

and sew.

Pull around collar

the leather easy to stretch.

As the piece

dries

it

shrinks and becomes tighter.

— To add years

Cleaning and Oiling Leather Harness
it must be kept clean and oiled.

harness,

to the life of leather

The following are two methods

of

cleaning and oiling leather.

Soap and Water.

1.

Materials Needed: About

1/2

tub

a brush with stiff fibers, harness oil

warm

water, a piece of

common

and a I"xl0"x5' board with

soap,

strips nailed

along edge to prevent water from flowing off the plank.
Directions:
Place one end of scrub plank over edge of the tub and place
the other end on saw horse or some other object that will give it an incline
of about 30°.

Dip pieces of harness in warm soapy water, place on scrub plank and
scrub with brush, more soap may be added to brush if desired. When all dirt
and hardened accumulations have been removed, wipe excessive water and
soap

off

and hang up

dry.

to

Oil the leather thoroughly

when about

two-thirds dry.

pieces, pull over the edge of 1" plank until limber

NOTE:

and

In

case of strap

re-oil.

oiled by dipping in a vessel of water with about
Dip the harness in the solution two or three times. Hang
Wipe all excessive oil off before using. Skim oil off of water

Harness can be

1" of oil on top.

up to dry.
and save.

Gasoline and Rag.

2.

Materials Needed:

Gasoline, rag, putty knife, and harness

Take putty knife and scrape

Dip the rag in
Allow to dry a few minutes.
Saturate a rag with harness
oughly
until

oiled.

oil.

hardened accumulation.
gasoline and rub leather briskly until all dirt is removed.

Directions:

If

limber and

oil

off

all

and rub on leather

strap pieces of leather are

stiff,

until leather

pull across

is

thor-

edge of 1" plank

re-oil.

PAINTING AND

WOOD FINISHING

"Painting is an art and there are many things about the art of painting
which require study, observation, and constant practice."
The one thing to keep in mind when selecting a paint is that it always
pays to use a good grade. A good grade of commercial mixed paint will cost
only slightly more than a cheap grade, but it will pay in the long run. Many
painters practice mixing their own paint which will always insure a good
grade of paint if the proper ingredients are used and the mixing is thorough.

White Lead Paint. White-lead might be called a very concentrated paint
It comes in two forms, soft paste and heavy paste.
To the white lead
must be added linseed oil, turpentine, and drier, in order to make a usable
itself.

paint out of

it.

Mixing Paint for Small Paint Jobs. Many paint jobs around the farm require only a small amount of paint.
The white-lead can be bought in 10 to
50 pound cans and used as needed.
A glossy finish is often desired on all in-

FARM MECHANICS
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woodwork.

Equal parts of white-lead mixed with equal parts of linseed
by volume) will give such a finish.
Determine approximate
amount of paint needed. Measure out the white-lead and thoroughly stir in
the needed amount of oil, a little at a time.
If heavy paste is used stir in
about y2 pint of turpentine and 14 pint of drier for each gallon of paint.
Then pour from one container to the other four or five times. This will
thoroughly mix the paint. The above proportions will give a rather thick or
terior

oil

(all

parts

heavy paint which is desirable tor a gloss finish. However, if a thinner paint
needed, add more linseed oil and turpentine.
For the priming coat, the
quantity of paint should be increased by % by adding 1 part linseed oil and
is

2 parts of turpentine.

Mixing Large Quantities of Paint.

There

ing white-lead paint in large batches.

First,

is

nothing

place as

difficult

about mix-

much white

lead as

mixing can a third larger than the quantity of paint
needed. If soft paste is used, stir in the free oil on top before pouring. Next,
reduce the paint by stirring in the oil, turpentine and drier. If boiled linseed
Best results can be obtained in mixing by thoroughoil is used, omit the drier.
When all oil has been stirred
ly stirring in a small amount of oil at a time.
in, add the turpentine and drier and pour from one container to another four
or five times and strain to remove all lumps.
Stir the paint frequently while

needed for the job

using.

When

in a

not using cover tightly.

Formulas for Mixing Paint for

New

Outside

For the Priming Coat

1.

White lead

Raw

„

linseed

oil

_

Turpentine
Drier (omit

_

„
if

-

boiled

Wood

oil

is

_

_

_

used)..._

100

pounds

_...4

gallons

2

gallons

„

1

pint

This formula will make about 9 gallons of paint, and each gallon
cover approximately 500 square feet of surface.

For the Second Coat

2.

White lead

Raw

linseed

oil

Turpentine
Drier (omit

_
if

boiled

will

oil

is

100

pounds

1^2

gallons

11/2

gallons

used)

1

pint

This formula will make about 6 gallons of paint and each gallon will cover
approximately 600 square feet of surface.

For the Finishing Coat

3.

White lead

Raw

100

linseed

Drier (omit

oil
if

This formula will

boiled

_
oil

3
is

make about

used)
6

pounds
gallons
1

pint

gallons of paint and each gallon will cover

about 600 square feet of surface.
If only two coats are to be used omit formula 2, when repainting outside
wood that has been previously painted, omit formula 1.
The above formulas may be adjusted to meet the particular condition of
the surface which is to be painted. It is suggested that the advice of an experienced painter be secured before making any adjustment in formulas.
Calculating Quantity of Paint Needed for House

The following method of calculating will give only approximate gallons
Measure the total distance around the house in feet and multiply

needed.
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by the number of feet to the eaves. Next multiply the widest part of the gables
Add these figures to get the total numin feet by one-half their height in feet.
ber of square feet and then divide by the number of square feet that one galThis will give the approximate number of gallons
lon of paint will cover.
needed for one coat. Multiply this number by the number of coats desired and
you have the gallons of paint needed for the job.
For the average width trim, figure about one gallon of paint for each 300
to 350 lineal feet.

Suggestions on Applying House Paint

Before the paint is applied the surface should be thoroughly cleaned
The knots should be covered with a coat of aluminum paint, and nail
If aluminum paint cannot be
holes, bad joints and cracks filled with putty.
secured, shellac may be used to cover knots.
Paint across
Begin at highest point on building and work down.
2.
building with the grain and continue until bottom is reached.
1.

and

dry.

Brush out well so that the laps

will not show.
Dip slightly less than half of the brush into the paint and pull out
over the edge of the bucket.
Use a good quality brush about 4" wide.
5.
Never put more than 3 quarts of paint in the paint bucket at a time
6.
and stir frequently with a paddle.
Allow first coat to thoroughly dry before applying the second coat.
7.
Apply second coat in same manner as first coat.
8.
If a third coat is to be applied allow second coat to thoroughly dry
Apply in same manner as first and second coat. For
before applying it.
density of paint for the different coats see formulas. Allow at least 24 hours
between coats and if time permits three or four days between coats will be
3.

4.

better.

Using

Conimerciai

Mixed

Paint

Since the different brands of paint require varying amounts of
turpentine,

be

it

is

suggested that directions on can for adding

oil

oil and
and turpentine

followed.

References:

—

The Handbook on Painting National Lead Company
Farmer's Shop Book by Roehl
Bruce Publishing Company
Farm Enterprise Mechanics by Davis

Lippincott

General Directions for Preparing Whitewash
In

compounding the following formula either quicklime or hydrated lime

may

be used for the preparation of the lime paste.
For best results the
manufacturer's directions should be followed in making this paste by slaking
quicklime or by soaking hydrated lime. Approximately 8 gallons of stiff lime

paste are produced by slaking 25 pounds of quicklime with 10 gallons of water,
or by soaking 50

pounds

of

hydrated lime

in 6 gallons of water.

To remove small lumps of foreign matter which may be present, it is
recommended that the paste be strained through a fine screen. This is especially important when the whitewash is to be applied with a spray pump or
paint gun on plaster or other smooth interior surfaces.
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Whitewash Formula
Salt

6

Molasses
8

Dissolve the salt and alum in

Add

quart

1

Lime paste

lasses.

pounds
ounces

12

Alum (powdered)

4

gallons

gallons of hot water and then add the mo-

the clear solution to the lime paste, stirring vigorously, and then

thin to the desired consistency.

a yellow tinge

when

first

This formula produces a whitewash that has
However, this color disappears within a

applied.

few days, and a very white and durable coating
Reference:

results.

Lime Association Bulletin No. 304D, "Whitewash
and Cold Water Paints," pages 4 and 5, Washington, D. C.
National

A Cheap Varnish
pints of turpentine
5

3

quarts hoilcd linseed

oil

(commercially

pounds dried resin
l)oiled)

and shake well immediately, allow

Stir the resin into the turpentine

to

stand for about two days, shaking the solution occasionally during this time.

At the end

day add the five quarts of boiled linseed oil and shake
Allow the mixture to stand in a warm room until the upper portion of the mixture is clear; then pour off the upper or clear portion which is
the material used as varnish. It is now ready to use.
of the second

thoroughly.

A Cheap Varnish
"Here
as

it

stain

is

a formula that

I

Stain

believe dozens of farmers will

gives us a chance to beautify our

homes

can be used on doors, unpainted

that

welcome as

at so little cost.
furniture,

I

did,

It is

a varnish

or

anything

chairs,

where a hardwood finish is desired, and costs about 30 cents a gallon. Take
five pounds of non-asbestos roof patching cement (not coal tar) that costs
about 5 cents a pound and mix with two gallons of clear gasoline. Apply as
you would any other stain. The results are marvelous and the cost is so little."
Robert W. Griffin.

—

A Home-Made
1

11

Stain

Formula

pound burnt umber

1-1/5

ounces linseed

8

oil

quarts turpentine
ounces Japan drier

The above proportion mixed according to liquid measure will produce a
oil stain somewhat resembling walnut.
Burnt umber should be ground

dark

or stirred into the linseed

oil

made

of

Cheap or rough lumber.

this stain will hide the grain on the fine finished material,

used on material where

This stain

is

it is

This

before drier and turpentine are added.

stain serves well for staining projects

it

Since

should not be

desired that the grain show.

— From

the

Home

Home-Made Red Stain
made by mixing metallic

for

Craftsman, Sept.-Oct., 1938.

Farm Use

oxide, used or burnt

motor

oil

and

Japan dryer.

To mix, proceed as follows: Place about 3 pounds of metallic oxide in a
two gallon container and pour in one gallon of burnt motor oil (if oil is too
heavy thin with gasoline). Add
Stir the soluto 1 pint of Japan dryer.
tion until it is well mixed. After stirring thoroughly pour from one container
y-2.

to
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satisfactory for staining all farm

out buildings and farm implements.

Home-Made Black
This stain

Stain for

made by mixing lamp

is

Farm Use

black, used or burnt

motor

oil

and

Japan dryer.
Place 2 pounds of lamp black in a two galone gallon of burnt motor oil thinned to about a 20
Add
to 1 pint
If the oil is too heavy drying is not satisfactory.
to 30 wt.
Mixing can
Stir the solution until it is thoroughly mixed.
of Japan dryer.
be increased by pouring from one container to the other several times. This
stain will suit for any kind of implement staining, but drys rather slowly on

To mix, proceed as follows:

lon container

and pour

in

iron.

Formula for Screen Paint and Auto Top Dressing
1.

Melt one gray or black inner tube

—use

iron dinner pot or other con-

venient receptacle.
2.

When

it

starts to congeal,

remove from

fire

and work

it

up thin with

turpentine.
3.

Pour one can (10c can)

of black

enamel therein and

stir

well.

NOTE:

Paint screen in ordinary way, being sure that mesh or openings
in wire are not closed by the paint, paint both sides of screen.

As a top dressing, spread on

A Home-Made Wax and Polisher
made by mixing beeswax, paraffin wax, linseed
The striking things about this wax are its quality and its

This wax
pentine.

thin.

is

oil,

and

tur-

inexpensive-

ness.

To mix, proceed as follows: Place i/^ pound of beeswax and one pound
wax in an iron container and melt slowly. Melting can be speeded
up by chopping the wax into small pieces. When all wax has melted, remove from fire and add l^ pint of raw linseed oil and 1 14 pints of turpentine.
Stir the solution well and store in light containers.
The above proportions will
make approximately 1/2 gallon of wax. Do not work in a room where there
is open flame when adding turpentine.
This wax has been used successfully for years by homemakers who take
pride in making their floors attractive. "Waxing and polishing decreases upkeep and repair bills." The life of all type composition rugs or coverings

of paraffin

can be increased by coating with this economical wax.
The success in using this wax lies in the method of application. Clean
all surface to be waxed.
Apply small amount to floor or surface with soft
cloth or rag, allow to stand a short time and then rub into the surface and
polish until there

Reference:

is

no free wax on the surface.

Mothers'

Home

Life and Household Guest, December. 1935.

Wood
One

of

Finishing

most important elements in wood finishing is the preparation
the surface.
After the article has been constructed, the steps in finishing
of the

are as follows:

The first step is to plane, scrape, sand and polish to a smooth clean surThe surface should be free of irregularity, with all grease and oil spots

face.
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After the sanding has been completed, use very fine steel wool for

removed.

Do all sanding and polishing with the grain of the wood. Brush all
and dust from the surface.
The second step is to stain the wood, if a dark color is desired. The purpose of staining is to change the color of the wood to suit the taste of the inThere are four kinds of stains: Oil stain, spirit stain, water stain,
dividual.
and aniline stai"-. For the person inexperienced in wood finishing, oil stain is
recommended. If the stain is too dark, it may be lightened by adding a small
quantity of oil and turpentine. The stain is applied with a brush. The brush
polishing.

grit

should be pulled with speed with the grain. This tends to prevent some spots
showing darker than others and the showing of brush laps. It is a good practice to wipe up the surplus stain by rubbing briskly with a piece of cloth. This
helps to blend the stained surface. A higher polished finish may be obtained

by an extra amount of rubbing.

The

is to apply the filling.
The purpose of the filling is to fill
wood and give a level surface. Paste wood filler is very satthe purpose. The filler should be the same color as the stain ap-

third step

the pores of the
isfactory for
plied.

The

filler

can be applied with an old brush or a cloth and rubbed into

the pores, rubbing should be done across the grain.

Allow

at least 24

hours

The following woods
and sycamore. Those general-

for the filler to dry before proceeding to the next step.

do not require

beech, gum, pine, cedar,

filler:

ly requiring a filler are:

The fourth

step

is

walnut, poplar, cherry, and oak.

the application of a thin coat of white shellac.

The

thoroughly close the pores of the wood. The shellac leaves a surface which prevents the varnish from sinking into the wood.
When varnish sinks into the wood, blemishes occur on the finish. After the
shellac has become thoroughly dry, rub the surface lightly with fine steel wool.
This produces a perfectly smooth surface for the varnish.

purpose of the shellac

The

fifth

step

is

is

to

the application of the varnish.

the brush to flow well and not pull or drag

when

Take enough varnish on
About 20 minutes

applying.

required for varnish to

set, therefore, the runs and sags can be easily touchgood rule in varnishing is to "put the lightest and thinnest coat
possible."
Three thin coats produces a better finish than two heavy coats.
Best results can be obtained by taking long, steady strokes. When air bubbles
occur the following things could cause them:
Too much thinner, too much
bending of brush across its bristles, or shaking can too vigorously. Always
allow the first coat of varnish to thoroughly dry and rub lightly with very
fine steel wool before applying the second.
To secure the best finish, apply
two or three thin coats of varnish, wax and then polish.

is

A

ed up.

The Care
One

of the essentials of

brush good

it

of Paint

and Varnish Brushes

good painting

must have good

is

a good brush.

To keep a good

care.

When a paint brush is in daily use, it may be kept soft and fresh by wrapping in a heavy paper overnight. In the case of shellac brushes, it is necessary to wash or suspend them immediately in alcohol, since shellac dries and
hardens very rapidly.

Varnish brushes can be cleaned with turpentine, but

turpentine will not clean a brush that has been used to apply shellac.

A

paint brush which

is

week
Water is

not to be used for a short interval such as a

or two can be kept soft by suspending the bristles in kerosene.

MIS'S.
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be used frequent-

The shellac brush
The bristles should be wrapped tightly in
alcohol.
prevent the bristles from bending and becoming sep-

the bristles should be suspended in turpentine or oiL

ly,

should be suspended in

brown paper.

This will

arated.

When a brush, regardless of use, is not to be used for some time, it should
be cleaned in the proper solution, i.e., paint and varnish brushes with kerosene
or turpentine; shellac brushes with wood or denatured alcohol, then washed
with soap and warm water. Rinse all soap out and "sling" as much of the
water as possible out of the brush.
in

dry place.

IMPORTANT
ped

in

—An expensive

paper and stored

in oil.

Wrap

in

a clean piece of paper and store

paint brush should alwa/s be washed, wrap-

All types of brushes

may

be stcn'ed in

oil

as a

safety precaution.

FARM ELECTRICITY
With the existence

and other agencies for extending
it is very important that the
the basic principles of house wiring for elec-

of T. V. A., R, E. A.,

electricity into the rural section of Mississippi,

farmer should have some idea of
he may protect himself if the wiring job is contracted, or do the job correctly if he does it himself.
To one who has never attempted to wire a house it may seem a very difficult and complicated task.
It is a comparatively easy job and not too complicated, but you must not undertake the work without really studying the subject.
You cannot learn to do good wiring in 15 minutes, by causally skimming
through a few printed pages of instructions. Really learn how to do it right,
or hire a contractor who knows how.
A house should be wired with definite considerations in mind:
It must be wired to give adequate service lights wherever you want
1.
them and switches to control them.
2.
It must be neatly wired.
It must be correctly wired to meet all requirements of National Elec3.
tric Code.
This is a safety measure. Use only underwriter's approved matertrical appliances, so that

ials.

must be wired with future needs in mind. Every person will add
equipment that was not originally planned, and spending a few extra
dollars when wiring will save a lot of extra expense later.
It

4.

electric

Kind and Size of Wire

Wire comes
wire.
The more

in

various sizes

:

The smaller

the

number

the heavier the

electricity that is forced over a wire the larger the wire re-

quired to prevent heating. In ordinary house wire for 115 and 230 volts, No.
14 wire is used.
However, with the constant addition of lamps and different
appliances it is much better to use No. 12 wire. The smaller wire seems to
cause "voltagedrop" which causes a dimmer light than should be gotten.

There
figure

wire

is

only a slight difference in cost between No. 12 and 14 wire.

See

3.

For 32 volt work, No. 12 wire is the smallest that can be used and No. 10
is required on any circuit with outlets where two or more appliances may

be connected.

Bare copper wire cannot be used because a short circuit

will occur

where-

FARM MECHANICS
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ever two wires touch each other and might cause serious damage.

Where

wires are used out-ol-doors, exposed to the weather, "weather proof wire

^ ^
6

is

V.'eather-proof v;ire

4

0

2

Rubber covered wire
Figure

3

used which has three cotton braids saturated with weather proof insulating
compound, as illustrated in figure 3, Wires used inside are rubber insulated,
covered by saturated cotton braid.
Joints and Splices
In wiring

it

is

always necessary

tant that these joints be

made

making a

joint.

are

5
1.

2.

steps in

to join

two or more wires.

It

is

properly or trouble will he encountered.

impor-

There

Removing insulation and cleaning wire
Twisting wire together

3.

Soldering

4.

Covering wire with rubber tape

5.

Covering wire with

friction

tape

Removing Insulation
removing insulation, the outer fabric is removed for half an inch furThe rubber should be removed with knife held at a slant
as in sharpening a pencil. Never hold knife at right angle to the wire, because
this will cause a nick in the wire which will cause the wire to break when
bent or twisted. See figure 4.
In

ther than insulation.

VaONG :^TKOD
Figure

Scrape ends of wire
ing job cannot be done.

4

to be joined clean

and bright, otherwise a good solder-

MIS'S.
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Splices and Joints

Figure

In joining

two wires where there

is

5

no

strain, join as in figure 5a above.

Figure 5b illustrates joining a wire to a continuous wire.
Figures 5c and 5d illustrate a joint in a wire that will have considerable
strain, as for

example wire stretched between buildings.
Soldering

Figure

6

To do a good job of soldering, the soldering copper must be clean. A flux
must be used. Do not use acid flux or acid core solder. Resin core solder is
very handy. The soldering copper or blow torch should be applied to the wire
until it is hot enough to melt the solder when applied to the wire. iCare must
be exercised to prevent the flame from burning the insulation.
solder will flow into

all

open spaces

In this

way

the

in the joint, giving a tight connection.

Applying Tape
In

taping a soldered joint,

first

apply rubber tape.

Start

tape on the rubber insulation diagonally around the wire, keep

it

winding the
stretched as

Apply the second layer diagonally in opposite direction to first
layer, be sure that as much rubber is applied as was on the wire before insulation was removed.
Apply a layer of friction tape over the rubber tape to take the place of
the fabric covering on the wire.
In fastening wires in a switch or any other place where wires are held by
screw, be sure that the loop of the wire is put under the screw so that when
the screw is turned the loop tends to close rather than to open. See figure 7.
applied.

RIGHT

.V;R0NG

Figure

7
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Fuses

What

It is nothing more than a safety valve to protect elecis a fuse?
wiring in case of overloads. Without the fuse an overload or damaged
appliance might cause a short circuit, which might result in a fire. A fuse is

trical

merely a piece of accurately sized wire

of a special

low melting point material,

placed in a gap in the house wiring which melts and shuts off the current in
case a wire is called on to carry more current than is safe.

Fuse sizes must be chosen

to

match the

size wire they are called

upon

to

protect.

To
To
To
To
To
To

protect No. 14 wire, use fuse not over

15

amp.

protect No. 12 wire, use fuse not over 20 amp.

protect No. 10 wire, use fuse not over 25 amp.
protect No.

8 wire, use fuse not

over 35 amp.

protect No.

6 wire, use fuse not

over 50 amp.

protect No.

4 wire, use fuse not

over 70 amp.

Systems
1.

2.

of

Knob and tube
Armored cable

Wiring
3.

Non-metallic sheathed cable

4.

Rigid conduit

The knob and tube system of wiring costs a great deal less than the other
systems of wiring and for farm use will give as good service.
There is definite information that a person must have before wiring with
this system. In wiring most farm houses the wiring must be done in a finished
This makes the wiring rather difficult. All wire possible should be
house.
concealed in the attic, but it will be necessary for some of the wire to be exposed, which detracts from the appearance of the wiring job.
The so-called "single braid rubber wire" is used with this system. Joints
are permitted where needed provided they are properly soldered and taped.
Use one black and one white wire. No. 14 wires are permitted, but better services at very little added cost will be gotten from No. 12 wire.
The wire must be stretched tight to prevent touching the wall surface. If
inches apart and at least
inch from surwires are exposed they must be 2
face; if concealed they must be 3 inches apart and 1 inch from the surface
over which they run. If wires come closer together or closer to surface than
specified above they must be covered with a continuous piece of loom (a loom
is a fabric covering for wires) extending to the last porcelain knob cleat or
tube at each end. If wires end at socket, box or other device the last knob
See figures 8 and 9.
or cleat must not be over 12 inches away.

Figure

8
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Porcelain tubes must be used where wire goes through any wooden joist,
In using porcelain tubes the hole should be put through the

stud, floor, etc.

timber at an angle to keep tube from slipping out.

igure 9

On

straight runs, knobs and cleats

must be over

41/2

feet apart.

When tapping wires a cleat or knob must be within 6 inches of the tap.
When crossing wires a porcelain tube must be used or the wires will be too
close. A knob or cleat should be placed close to the end of the porcelain tube
to

prevent slipping and permitting two wires to touch.

Figure

10
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connecting wires to socket the white wire connects to the screw
and the black to terminal which connects to the center con-

When

shell of the socket

tact in socket.

Before wiring it is necessary to determine the number circuits needed. A
group of lights protected by one fuse. All lights in a house should
never be wired on one circuit, because in most cases an overload would result
and the fuse burned out. By having two or more circuits the house would not
be in darkness if one set of fuses were burned out. In using electrical appliances as electric range, water heater, etc., a separate circuit must be installed
circuit is a

for

each appliance.

The appliance must be wired on

220 volts

where the

or-

dinary lighting circuits are only 110 volts.

When

wiring be very careful

to

see that

all

outlet boxes are

securely

fastened, using loom from box to knobs or cleats.

See that all joints are
Stretch wire tight and use plenty knobs or
properly soldered and taped.
cleats, and no trouble will be encountered in installing an electrical wiring
system.
Anyone wishing more details as to how house wiring should be done it is
suggested that you order ''Wiring Simplified," Eleventh Edition from Mont-

gomery Ward, Chicago,
Reference:

Illinois.

"Wiring

Simplified,"

Chicago,

Illinois.

Eleventh

Edition,

Montgomery Ward,

Care of Electric Motors

Use

only in the bearing and then very sparingly as most motors are
much. Never oil any part other than the bearings.
If the motor has a commutator and brushes, occasionally, while the motor
is running, hold a piece of very fine sandpaper, never emery cloth, against the
commutator to remove the carbon that has worn off the brushes.
oil

oiled too

FARM BLACKSMITHING
Farm blacksmithing

is possibly the most important phase of farm shop
has been observed that the need for skills in farm blacksmithing is
greater today than it was a score of years ago. The village blacksmiths make
themselves conspicious by their absence. A score of years ago in practically
every village there was a blacksmith shop. This is not true today. In most
communities throughout the South the farmer has to do his own blacksmithing
or it goes undone, and the latter is generally true.
The absence of the home farm blacksmith shop during the present generation has created a situation with the young farmer that makes training in
the development of farm blacksmithing skills an imperative part of the farm
shop training program in the rural high schools. It is recognized that the
average farmer has neither the time nor training to become a skilled blacksmith, but there are many simple jobs that are easily learned and will save
many expensive delays in carrying on the farming operation.

work.

It

Building and Maintaining a Forge Fire

The

first

and most essential thing

properly build and maintain a forge

to

fire.

do

in

blacksmithing

No matter how

he cannot do his best unless he has the right kind of

is

to learn

to

may

be

skilled one

fire in

the forge.
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Materials Needed:
Blacksmith coal (a soft crumbly coal)
Shavings or wood chips and water

Directions:
If

1.

fire

the forge has been previously used, clean out the "duck's nest" or

bowl.

Select a pile of coke free of metal clinkers, crush the larger lumps.
Place a handful of shavings or chips in the bottom of the fire bowl.
Light and give a little draft. Cover quickly with the selected pile of coke.
4.
Let this burn well and then press it to the center and add water wetted
blacksmith coal all around it. Wetted blacksmith coal is commonly referred
2.

3.

to as

"green coal."

5.

If

no coke available, cover the lighted shavings with unwetGive a good blast until the coal is burning well, then
with green coal. Rake the coal over the fire to keep the flame

there

is

ted blacksmith coal.

cover the

fire

from coming through.
As the coal changes to coke push it to the center and add more green
6.
coal around the edge of the fire bowl until a mound of coal banked about 5
(See illustration below).
Inches high is around the fire.

Figure
7.

After

smoke

take the poker and

come through.
Enough
8.

is

coming from

make

all

11

sections of the

a hole in the top of the

cone-shaped

mound allowing

mound

the flame to

should be forced tlirough the fire to keep it burning with
(Caution: An over supply of air produces a fire that
scale, thus making good welding almost impossible.)
air

a great deal of heat.

causes iron to
9.

Keep

the edges of the

mound wet

to

prevent the spreading of the

flame.

As the center burns

push in the sides of the mound, thus making
Rebuild the sides with green coal as needed.
11.
It is important to keep a deep fire because the iron being heated
should have burning coke below, around, and above it. The only way to keep
a deep fire is to keep a good mound.
A good fire is recognized by its clear concentrated white flame. A
12.
strong sulphur smell indicates a poor fire tor welding. In order to get a good
10.

the center the burning coke.

out,
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first, good coal; second, plenty of it.
There is no use to
on an old fire full of cinders and slag. The fi,re-pot must he
kept clean at all times. It has been observed that most students are too saving with coal. They take a shovel of coal, drop it on the forge in the vicinity
In such
of the fire and sprinkle a handful of it in the fire once in a while.

fire

there must be

pile a lot of coal

cases it is impossible to do good work and tuim it out quickly. The good blacksmith has a scoop shovel and puts on one or two shovels of wet coal at a time.
He then packs it in the fire firmly and keeps it sprinkled with water to keep
the flame from spreading. In this way the fire is kept hard.

Home-Made Farm Anvil

Figure 12

Reference:

Cornell Extension Bulletin 108, **The

Farm Shop and Tool

Equipment."
Cutting Steel Rail for Home-Made Anvil
Take a cold steel cutter and sledge hammer and mark rail where it is to
be cut. Turn rail with face of rail up. Place cold cutter on face of rail at the
mark and hammer with sledge hammer. If this fails to break rail place a prise

toward end of

rail

that piece

block directly under the

pressure

is

mark

is

exerted on the prise.

A

to

be cut from and be sure to put a solid
Hammer the cold steel cutter while

of the rail.

This should break the

rail

very easily.

Color Guide for Hardening and Tempering

When the material is properly heated and plunged into water and
removed the following colors will appear and move off the material.
The first color to appear is a very pale yellow. This is a very hard
and is not caught for any of the ordinary tools.
The second color to appear is a light straw which approaches a
yellow.
This temper is often caught in taps, dies, reamers, and mill

quickly

temper
grayish
cutting

tools.

The

is a deep straw which approaches a brownish
caught in most wood working tools, twist drills, etc.
The fourth color to appear is a light purple. This temper is caught in
shears, cold chisels, punches, etc.
The fiifth color to appear is a blue. This temper is caught on nearly all

yellow.

third color to appear

This temper

is

MIS'S.
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plows, picks and springs.

These colors appear and move off the material in the order named very
must be on the alert to see and catch them.

rapidly and one

Sharpening and Shaping Plows and Plow Shares
It

is

possible and practical for a farmer to have shop equipment neces-

sary for sharpening and shaping his plows and plow shares.

Some

of

them

do,

one is available, to
All farmers and farm boys have experienced the
do this work for them.
extra energy required to plow when plowing with a dull plow or plow share.
Why not learn to fit our own plows and save energy and money? It is well
for beginners to have patterns of plows and plow shares with correct set,
when sharpening plows.
while the majority have to hire the village blacksmith,

if

Needed:

Materials
Coal

Plows and water

Sharpening a plow share.
(The plow share
farmers as a turning plow point). Soft center or solid
can't be sharpened by heating.
A.

is

often referred to by

steel.

Cast iron shares

Directions:
1.

Build a clean deep forge

2.

Place the point of the share

fire.

flat

in

the forge fire and heat to a

low

cherry red.

Remove the share from the fire, place heated point flat on the anvil
3.
and hammer from the top side until the point is sharp. Hammering should
not be done at a heat higher than cherry red. Where point is worn thin, it
should be upset slightly (this means hammering inward to thicken) before
hammering out. See drawing for angle across point.
4.
Heat only as much of the cu-tting edge as you can work before the
cherry heat leaves. Repeat the heating process until the entire cutting edge
The cutting edge should be drawn from the under side. Always
is sharp.

ft

of
Figure

13
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have the portion that is being hammered flat on the anvil.
Care should be taken not to heat the body of the share any more than
5.
This will help to prevent warping.
is necessary.
6.
Do not allow the point of the share on the side next to "land" to become curved. If worn round or curved, heat and reshape as indicated in figure
13a.

Figure 13a and b show by dotted lines how a plow share may become
The heavy lines show the
worn, thus making proper penetration difficult.
correct shape and set when the share is properly sharpened.
'When the share is finished, the immediate point should rest flat on
7.
surface just back of the point and the cutting edge should be raised gradually

about Ys"

Figure 13c shows clear-

to give suction as indicated in figure 13b.

ance under cutting edge of the share.
Temper by heating the entire cutting edge of the share
8.
dull cherry red.
Plunge point and cutting edge into a tub of cold water
9.
quickly, repeat two or three times. Remove and watch the blue
Then drop immediately into the tub of water and allow to cool.
fore the blue color appears, the point and cutting edge will be
will

break
10.

11.

uniformly to

and

pull out

color appear.
If

cooled be-

too hard and

easily.

The solid steel share is not
Do not attempt sharpening

to

be tempered.

chilled

shares by heating, but instead,

grind the point and cutting edge on emery.
12.

B.
1.

2.
3.
4.

File or grind edge smooth and sharp.
Sharpening a half shovel plow.
Get a good clean fire going in the forge.
Place in the fire and heat to a light red heat.
Place on the anvil hardie and trim to a point.
Reheat and upset the cutting edge. (This means thickening the

cut-

ting edge).
5.

Reheat and draw out cutting edge about

top side while the edge is at a good red heat.
to get the
6.

hammering

%"
It

to 1 "

may

by hammering on

take several heatings

finished.

After the cutting edge has been

hammered

sharp, place the plow in

a vise with the cutting edge up, and with a bastard

file

or large mill

file,

This can best be done while the plow is still hot. An emery may
be used for this purpose also. In this case it is better to let plow cool so that
it can be held in the hand.

smooth

off.

Temper

as described under sharpening a plow share.
Sharpening scooters and straight shovels.
1.
Get a good clean fire going in the forge.
2.
Heat the cutting edge to a good heat. A light red heat is sufficient.
In most cases the points are worn to such extent that it is necessary
3.
to trim them back to the proper shape.
If the point is not trimmed, it will need upsetting.
4.
(This is done by
hammering straight into the edge while the edge is red with heat.)
7.

C.

After shaping the point, draw out the cutting edge. This is done by
5.
heating a portion of the edge at a time. Begin at the point and finish as you
go.
Better results can be obtained by hammering on the under side of the
edge.

MLSS.
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When the edge is hammered sharp, take a bastard file or large mill
6.
and smooth the edge. An emery may be used for this purpose also.
Temper as described under tempering a plow share.
7.

Sharpening Solid Sweeps.
to be sharpened in fire and heat to cherry red.
Hold edge of sweep on anvil and with hammer draw out to sharp
2.
edge by hammering on under side. (Starkville blacksmiths disagree on which
One said, "Put bottom of
side of point to beat sweep to obtain correct bevel.
sweep next to anvil and hamimer on top so as to give shape on bottom of
sweep. This keeps sharp cutting edge next to the ground. If sharpened on
bottom side
a flat surface would be against the ground instead of sharp cutting edge." Another said. *'If sharpened from top it leaves bevel on top, and
won't take ground as good. If sharpened from bottom, leaves bevel smooth
top and sweep runs smooth.")
D.

Place edge

1.

.

Do not work with

3.

When

dull heat.

drawn

out, temper by:
Heating to cherry red.
b.
Plunge edge into water, leave for about 3 seconds and pull out;
now observe straw color move off the edge of sweep, then the blue will follow.
When the blue appears plunge immediately into water and cool.
If you want medium hard don't heat sweep quite to cherry red
c.
before dipping into water. Dip into water at intervals of 3 to 4 seconds until
4.

the edge

is

a.

cool.
d.

Sharpen edge with

file

or

emery stone before or

after tempering.

Sharpening heel sweeps.
Place heel sweeps with outside tip into forge fire.
1.
2.
Heat to a cherry red.
Begin at one tip and heat and work small portion at time working up
3.
the cutting edge toward center. Finish drawing out one wing before starting
on the other end.
4.
Hammer and draw out on lower side with a bevel of %" to 1" wide.
Do not sharpen center, that is, the part that fits on plow foot.
5.
Then start on opposite wing and do work as in 1 to 5.
6.
You may grind or file cutting edge before or after tempering.
7.
If you want a medium temper, dip heel sweep into water without
8.
heating to a cherry red at intervals of 3 to 4 seconds until cool.
If you want a hard temper:
9.
E.

move

a.

Heat

b.

Plunge into water

to

seconds then take out and observe the colors

3

off.
c.

When

A

10.

turns

it

straw color
gapped or broken.
cool.

cherry red.

is

pigeon blue, put back in water immediately and
It makes the cutting edge brittle and easily

too hard.

Shape of heel sweep.
Hold sweep level on

a.

b.

If it

c.

If

rests

not you

down on

may

flat

all

d.

Flat iron surface

The wings may be spread
This

is

it

beat out to shape with

e.

smaller furrow.

surface.

parts of wing,

is

is

in shape.

hammer.

best to beat on.

to widen furrow and closed
governed by the desire of the farmer.

in to cut
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Jobs, Ag. Ed., Vol. 14,

1-4,

Clemson College, South

Carolina.

An Old Turn Plow Beam Made

Into Useful

Plow

This plow was made from a
discarded turning plow beam. The
following procedure was used in
making the plow shown here. The
The material
foot was made first.
used in the foot was i/^"xl3^" bar
The beam was set upright
iron.
and a measurement taken from the

ground over the top of the beam
back to the ground. Two inches
were allowed at the top for free
movement at point of adjustment
on beam.
A Georgia stock foot
was used to get the proper curve
in bottom of foot.
At the extreme
bottom of the foot two pieces
i^"xl i^"xl 1^" were put between
the pieces of the toot and firmly
riveted in place.
Next a i/^" hole
was bored through the foot at a
point 7" from bottom.
The slide
was made of i^"xli^" bar iron
^^^"""^

beam

doubled, and the bottom of

^*

The slide should be at least 16"
This will
bent up at an angle of about 45°.
necessitate bending the slide approximately 7" from front end.
All bending and shaping was done before riveting together. One-half inch adjustment
placed between these pieces and riveted.

The

long.

slide

should

be

holes were bored at 1" intervals along the beam where the foot goes over.
"slot" 2" long and i^" wide was cut through the top part of the foot to

A

The plow was assembled

allow for adjustment.

as indicated in the picture.

SOLDERING AND SOLDERING JOBS ON THE FARM
The farmer

on many occasions a knowledge of the general
very useful and economical not only in a saving of
as well. The repairing of milk cans, pails, kitchen utensils,

will find that

principles of soldering

is

time but in money
metal roofs, lead pipes and

many

other repair jobs calls for a knowledge of

soldering.

On many farms

a great deal of useful

equipment

is

be repaired by soldering in a very few minutes at very

Soldering

is

quite simple

if

discarded that could
little

cost.

the following steps are observed:

Keep the soldering copper clean and the point well tinned
1.
The copper must be kept hot enough to melt solder readily.
2.

file.

A
3.

at all times.

Thoroughly clean the metal to be soldered by scraping with an old
clean, bright surface is necessary for a good soldering job.
Apply a good

flux to the surface to

be soldered unless an acid or resin

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN
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core solder is used. This keeps the surface clean and helps in obtaining an
even flow of solder.
4.
In case two pieces are to be "sweated" together the surfaces to be
united must have a coating of solder between them and heated above the
melting point of the solder. This is usually done by holding the soldering
copper against them.
5.

In cases

where a seam or

joint is to be soldered, the

work should be

held so that the solder will flow into the joints to be united.

Fluxes

The primary junctions

of the

fluxes are

to

prevent the formation of an

oxide previous to and during the soldering process; and to make it possible
for the solder to flow evenly and readily, thus causing it to unite more firmly

with the surfaces to be joined.

The most commonly used

flux in farm soldering is chloride of zinc.
This
can be obtained from any tinner or it may be made as follows: Take a
clean, dry quart jar and pour in some muriatic acid.
Take some small pieces
of metallic zinc, add these small pieces slowly to the muriatic acid, until the
acid ceases to bubble and a piece of metal remains undissolved in the bottom
of the jar.
Due to injurious fumes given off, it is suggested that this work
be done in the open. Allow this solution to settle and pour off the clear portion.
Apply the flux to the surface with a wooden swab. This flux does not
work well on old galvanized iron and old zinc. For soldering new metal dilute this flux by adding 14 by volume of clean water.
Muriatic acid is commonly used as a flux in soldering old galvanized iron
and old zinc. Apply this flux with a wooden stick, being careful not to let
the acid come in contact with the hands. When the soldering job is completed, wash all excessive acid from the metal.
There are several brands of soldering paste sold on the market. These
pastes are compounds of several fluxes with tallow and other materials. In
using pastes follow directions on the box.
Powdered resin is used as a flux, and works very nicely on new tin or
copper.
A thin varnish of resin and denatured alcohol works well on such
materials. In soldering electrical wiring, a paste of resin and tallow should be
used, rather than any of the acid fluxes as the acid fluxes are likely to cause
troublesome corrosion.

flux

Wire solder can be bought with the flux compounded in a small hole in
On the market such solder is called "acid core" or

the center of the wire.

"resin core."

Simple Method of Tinning a Soldering Copper
1.

Heat the copper.

Take an

old mill

file

or bastard

file

and

file

point

until a smooth, clean copper appears.
2.

Place copper back

in

flame and

let

it

heat until hot enough

to

melt

solder readily.

Take a piece of acid core solder and melt on soldering copper.
3.
the soldering copper so as to get solder on all sides of the point.
4.

Wipe excessive

solder off with clean cloth or waste.

to use.

NOTE;

Use only acid core

solder.

It

is

Turn

now ready

Figure

A homemade

heat several irons at once,
is

14 inches over

the center of

all.

it is

3

shown

is

The

inches long and

%

2

is

2

inches deep.

The two

vertical cuts are

is

held firmly in a vise.

inch, the width 6 inches at the

The thickness

bottom and

The
top, and the height 9 inches.
grooves in the end boards which receive the pipe are made 1 1/^ inches
The wooden braces

deep.

at

the

by 14 inches)
may both be recessed as shown, if
desired. The bottom board measures

bottom

(%

6x%xl4

inches.

by IV2

NOTE:

The hole

in

the

pipe

can be cut through the back, thus
allowing the flame to pass through.
Reference:
Cornell Extension
Bulletin 57, "Soldering."

Making

a

Kitchen Sink

Directions:

Lay out pattern on sheet of
wrapping paper or piece of
sheet metal to dimensions shown in
drawing.
Cut on all solid lines.
2.
Place pattern on 28 gauge
sheet metal and mark off.
3.
Cut on all solid lines.
1.

stiff

4.

Bend on

all

of this furnace

inches in diameter, and the cut in

the horizonal cut with a cold chisel, the pipe being

slipped over another pipe which
is

The length

in figure 15.

pipe used

made with a hack saw, and
end board

15

lurnace, very simple in construction, which enables one to

dotted lines as

Figixre 16

4

of each

inches at the

80
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37"
cor-

%"

ner at place where
holes are made.

Solder

6.

seams

all

and corners.

Make

7.

in

circles

and

take

a

ball

hammer and

dish

sink,

pein

holes

i/l"

bottom of

in

the area of the holes.

Make

8.

spout

of

length,

cut

the seam,
strips

out,

and

5/

To^.ut V>icH fih y^ffOU/VO^fUf

then

down about Yz"

allel

par-

flange

-

then solder beneath

3 7"
Figure

the 14 " holes in the sink.
9.

Off,:

usually

about 6" or 8" is sufficient, by bending a piece
of sheet metal of desired
length and width around
a piece of li^" pipe.
Solder

^]>z^HoLi Fon

'oii."

,

desired

17

on sides and 'back of sink to give rigidity.
plan of framing for sink). The ends of side boards should

Boards should be

(See picture for

fitted

be mitered to give a nicer finish.

wooden frame with small nails.
white paint and follow with two coats of
properly done, will give an attractive sink.

10.

Nail the flange of sink to face of

11.

Apply two coats of

white enamel.

This,

if

flat

Making

a

Two-Quart Scoop
pbt/>

Oh Dor^Fo

Figure 18

Materials Needed
(Sheet metal, 28 gauge,

Handle

iron,

^"xl"xll"

Rivets and solder

L'tf*

8-^"xl8-^"

for

folding to

make

sides:

1

piece

4^"x4^"

for

base
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Directions:
1.
2.
3.

Obtain pattern of desired scoop.
Place pattern on sheet metal and mark off.
Cut along marked lines, trim corners, and cut out other marked slots

along the pattern.
4.

Cut

off

11" of a piece of

flat

iron

Vs"xl" for handle.

Shape handle

in vice.
5.

Fold as follows:

Bend downward along dotted line A and hammer
Bend inward at B and hammer to right angle.
Bend inward at C and hammer to right angle.
Bend inward at D and hammer to right angle.
Bend inward at E and hammer to right angle.
End I will lap over end II one-half inch.
6.

7.

Place Yz" band of solder on top of end 2.
I over end II at proper distance

Place end

to

to right angle.

make width

equal 4V^"

as other sides.
8.

Solder together by sweating with hot copper. Smooth by pulling point

of hot copper rapidly
9.

10.

down

edge.

Place a band of solder 14" wide around edge of base.
Place base inside scoop with soldering side down. Solder by sweating

as in step

8.

11.

Drill holes for handle.

12.

Place handle on with rivets as shown in drawing.

NOTE:

All surfaces

must be

thorou-ghly cleaned before applying solder.

HOME-MADE FARM EQUIPMENT AND
HOME CONVENIENCES
There are times when practically every farmer is called upon to use his
power" and "mechanical talents," if he is to have the farm equipment and conveniences necessary to lighten his task. The home-made equipment and conveniences shown in this section are illustrations of practical projects that can be used profitably on any farm.
Some of the projects shown
can be made from scrap material.
''inventive

Building a

Wagon Box

If

H

Figure 19

32
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Materials Needed:
A.

Lumber:
pieces

13

pieces I"xl2"x40" for end gates

A

(hardwood or edge-grain pine)

flooring

sides are used, cut

(if

2

pieces 2"x4"x54" for middle cross

1

piece 2"x3"x54" for back cross

1

piece 2"x3"x43" for front cross

24 pieces

B.

l"x4"xir, tongue and groove

pieces l"xl2"xir for sides

4

sills

sill
sill

end 40y/')

(oak or hickory)

(oak or hickoryj
(oak or hickory)

I"x2"xl2" for cleats

8

pieces I"x2"x21" for standards on. top side planks

2

pieces 2"x2"x42" for bolster cleats

2

pieces I"x4"x30" for steps

Hardware
Six

braces,

side

2

rub

irons,

8

wagon box

straps,

4-44"

wagon

rods,

beveled edge top strap iron, 110 wagon box rivets or carriage bolts
ing
1

lengths,

according

pound 8d common

to

place

used,

}/.

lb.

^" wrought

iron

60

feet

"^'f

^"

by varywashers.
About

nails.

Directions:
bill of materials and drawing.
each corner and u'sing rasp.
Properly space cross sills as called for in drawing. This can best be
3.
done by placing the sills on a flat surface and tacking them in place with
strips.
When the pieces are tacked in place, turn the frame work over and be
1.

Cut

2.

Round end

all

pieces to stock as called for in
of cross sills by

sure that each piece
4.

Remove

is

sawing

off

properly spaced.

the groove from the first piece of flooring.

Place on cross sills and nail. Place next piece of floor on, draw up
and nail in the tongue on each cross-sill. Remove the tongue from the
last piece and nail from the top so that side planks will cover head of nails.
Place the irons and cleats on the sides as indicated in drawing.
6.
Place sides upright and properly place on flooring and sills and mark
7.
places for holes and bore them.
8.
Put on side steps as indicated in drawing.
9.
Place on side brace irons as indicated in drawing.
5.

tightly

11.

Adjust brace nuts so that sides will be at right angles with the floor.
Place cleats on side board and end gates as indicated in drawing.

12.

Fit end gates

10.

and place wagon rods through the cleats on the end

gates as indicated in drawing.

nuts and rods and check for squareness.

13.

Tighten

14.

Screw on strap irons on top

15.

Place rub irons as indicated in drawing.

all

of sides.

(A piece

of angle iron

may

be used.)
16.

Place on bolster-cleats indicated in drawing.

Paint outside of box green and stain inside with red shingle stain. It
will add to the appearance of the box to strip it with V^" yellow strips, however, this takes considerable time.
17.

NOTE: Before placing the strap irons on the front and back, take the
hack saw and cut enough of the upper end off to allow the rod to pass without
interference.
About 4 inches should be left between the top of these irons
and the top edge of sides.
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Stalk Cutter

/'if
Figure

20

Materials Needed
2 pieces 4"x4"x5'

3

2 pieces 4"x4"x4'

4 pieces

2 pieces 2"x4"x4'

2

1

4"x4"xl2'

piece

bolts

J4"x8"

wrougfht iron rod J/2"xl6"

pieces strap iron 54"x2"x3'

16 pieces

strap iron 5^"xlJ/2"x8"

8 pieces grader blade 3' long

block lS"x3'-4"
9 bolts i^"x5"
1

3

bolts

16 bolts

3/s"xiy2"

2 pieces car axle or drive shaft

J^"x7"

14" long

Directions:
1.

Cut two pieces 4"x4"x5' for side pieces and mortise as shown in

pic-

ture.
iCut two pieces 4"x4"x4' and two pieces 2"x4"x4' for end pieces, morand bolt togetlier as shown in picture.
Cut 4 pieces wrought iron rod i/^"xl6" and thread. Bore holes and
3.

2.

tise

put in corner braces,
4.
Cut 1 piece 4"x4"xl2' for tongue. Bevel the edges of the tongue beyond the evener. Bolt tongue to the two end cross pieces,
Cut two pieces strap iron %"x2"x3' and make tongue braces and
5.

bolt on as in picture,
6.

or

Cut a block

some hardwood

perfectly round.

center about
7.

3

3'-4"

Start

4

drum

drum

Mark the block and work
drum and hollow out toward

of the cutter.

inches from each end of

inches deep.

Cut two pieces

center of

long and 15" in diameter from a tupelo gum, elm,

tree, for the

of car axle or drive shaft 14 inches long

and drive

in

8" deep.

8.
Cut 16 pieces %"xiy2"x8" strap iron, sharpen one end of each piece
and bore one %" hole in other end 1" from end. These are to hold the cut-

ting blades.

drum.

Mark

off

drum with

eight parallel lines equi-distant around the

Start three inches from each end of

strap iron 4" deep in the

drum on

drum and

drive each piece of 8"

the lines that were marked,

Cut eight pieces of old grader blades 3 feet long, forge to sharp edge
9.
and bore holes to correspond with holes in pieces of strap iron driven in the
drum, and bolt on with %"xli^" bolts.

MISS.
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Take two

10.

end of rod

in

model "T" Ford connecting rod bearings and bolt over

old

center of side frame to hold the

11.

The width

12.

Bolt on

may

of this cutter

other pieces as

all

337

drum

be increased

shown

Building a Four Wheel

in

if

in place.

desired.

drawing.

Farm

Trailer

Tie rod itdce

r^nt v.e^ of

t,c

.od

and f,^

^^^^^

w
cms

%cci-'on

\/ieuf

Figure

Materials Needed:
1
Model "T" Ford
10'-5^"x2''

cf PSht of

f^'-^ ^'Jc.'

sHchh y

21

chassis

bar iron for frame work of steering mechanism and tongue

7'-54"xl" bar iron for braces
4'-2" iron pipe
1

of

set

3'-H" rod iron

V -XYi,"

for

tongue

wagon box
for

(trailer)

irons

brace from chassis frame to pl.itform of steering mechanism

rod steel (piece car axle or drive shaft will do)

for

fastening rod brace to chassis

frame
4'-l"xl" angle iron to be used for fastening in ends of box
2 pieces 3"x8"x4'

oak

for bolsters

3

pieces 2"x3"x4' oak for cross pieces on

3

pieces 2"x4"x5' oak for cross pieces on

2

pieces l"xl2"xir pine or

2 pieces
15

poplar for

I"xl2"x46" pine or poplar for

pieces l"x4"x]r pine tongue and

(l"x6"xir planks

2"x4"x4' hickory

1

piece

1

piece 3"x4"xl0' for

Nails, screws, bolts,

Figure

formed

to

may
lor

bottom of box
bottom of box
sides of box
ends of box

mooved

flooring

usrd instead of tongue and grooved flooring)
use

in

frame work

of

steering

mechanism and tongue

wagon tongue (oak)
and rivets as desired

shows the wagon tongue unit.
shows V2"x2" bar iron
1,
take breast yoke. 2, shows 14 "xl" bar iron brace. 3, i^"x2" bar
22a
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B

Figure

iron shaped to

fit

steering mechanism.

22
4,

bar iron brace over double tree.

5,

shows how iron brace is fastened on.
Figure 22b shows the trailer complete with steering mechanism assembled
and attached. 1, shows tie rod attached to spindle arm. 2, shows %" iron
rod brace in place. 3, shows how tie rod and tie rod brace fits on. 4, shows

how

tie

rod brace

fastened to the rod.

is

5,

pipe tongue.

6.

devise for attach-

ing to car hitch.
Directions:
A.

B.

Getting chassis in shape.
1.

Remove

spindle

2.

Replace

all

arms and turn them to the front.
worn bushings and tighten all loose nuts.

Building the box on the chassis.
1.

bolts.

Cut the 3"x8" pieces

to

Use lock washers

hold nuts on bolts.

to

desired shape and fasten to frame with

Counter sink the heads of

the bolts so that they will not interfere with the placing of flooring,
2.

Build box in

same manner

exception of fastening ends
3.

in

C.

Fasten ends

in

as used in building a

wagon box with the

in.

by using angle iron and

carriage bolts as

picture.

The box must be securely bolted onto the
4.
Marking the steering mechanism.

bolsters.

shown
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1.

The spindle arms must be taken out
If the spindle arms do not loosen

Caution:

turned to the front.

of

337

the spindle and

readily, use

This will often cause the spindle arm

torch to heat the spindle.

to

a blow
slip ou't

easily.

Do not turn the axle around

to get the

spindle

arm

to front.

If

this

is

done, the wheel nuts will tighten up and cause wheel bearings to burn out or
burst.
2.

Get the wheels

toe in slightly, not
3.

iron.

perfect alignment.

in

more than

The

front of the wheels should

i/4"-

Cut enough of the tie rod out in the center
About 12" will be sufficient. See drawing.

to

allow for i/^"x2" bar

tie rod.
Lay the ends
on bar iron and adjust length to be the same as that between
ends of spindle arms. The tie rod may be fastened to spindle arms in getting
Mark places for holes. Remove and drill 14" holes and
this measurement.
rivet securely as shown in drawing.
Bore 1/2" hole equi-distance from each
end in the piece of bar iron.
Make the other parts of the steering mechanism as shown in draw5.
4.

Flattening about 4" on each center end of the

of the tie rod

Let the

ings.
6.

tie

rod brace be the last piece to attach.

Assemble as shown

NOTE:

in

picture.

A wagon

tongue unit may be made similar to the one shown in
figure 22a.
^his tongue can be attached to the steering mechanism instead
of the trailer tongue by removing the %" bolt.
Study drawings and pictures
carefully before starting to work.
Building a Garden

A

(This wheelbarrow

dumping

easier

is

Top

made

i//eiv

Wheelbarrow

of Hd/f of Ftsme,

so that the sides can be removed.

and permits carting larger objects.)

This makes
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Materials Needed:

Lumber
pieces

2

1^4"x2"x58" for handle frames

framing

2 pieces

l-'4"x2"x24" for cross

2 pieces

I)4"x2"xl6" for front upright
l^"xlf^t"x21" for headcross piece

1

piece

2

pieces

2

pieces

^"xll^"x27"

4

pieces

M"x7V^"x23"

for

floor

for

cleats

for cleats

lM"xlf4"xl6" for legs

2

pieces

2

pieces

54"xl^"xH"
^"xl^"xl3"

1

piece

f^"x2"x23" for

for

sides

\

stretcher

Hardware
1

wheel (old or new) (an old planter wheel works satisfactory)
^"x^"xl6" strap iron for front brace

2 pieces

2 pieces y$"xi/4"x25"
2 pieces

strap iron for leg brace

ys"x^"xl4" strap iron

2

pieces ]/^"\^"xl7"

2

wagon box

strap iron

for
for

leg brace
side

board

slot

staples

Directions:
1.

Rip handle frames from piece of oak or hickory

to

dimension called

for in bill of materials.

Rip out other frame pieces as called for in bill of materials.
Fasten handle frames to wheel and adjust spacing for cross frame
pieces by pulling handles apart so that the distance between handles at point
of back across frame is 20 V^".
Mark places for cross frame pieces and mark length of the two cross
4.
frame pieces.
Fasten the two cross pieces to handle frames as shown in drawing,
5.
cut and fasten legs in place.
Nail or screw in floor and place i/4" carriage bolt through frame as
6.
2.

3.

shown

in drawing.

Cut end of floor plumb with edge of handle frame.
Cut the end pieces and fasten end on as shown in drawing. (Note: the
end plank must be cut li/^" shorter than the edge of last piece of flooring to
allow for passage of side pieces under the strap iron.)
Place front
Cut side planks and fasten on as shown in drawing.
9.
cleats so that they will rest against strap iron on front.)
10.
Cut all braces to dimension called for in bill of materials and fasten
on with screws or bolts.
11.
Paint woodwork with two coats of green implement paint.
Paint
iron work with black implement paint.
7.
8.

Laying Out and Cutting

Common

Rafters

Information needed before the rafter can be marked out:
The span of the building. The span of a building is the width of the building from the outside to outside of plate.

The

pitch to be used.

The

pitch of the roof of a building

than the slope of the roof expressed as a fraction as
The run of the building. The run is ^ the span.
Directions:
A.

Marking the rafter.
1.
Determine the width or span of the building.
2.
Take ^ the span which is the run.

Vs,

is

nothing more

V^,

etc.

MISS.
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S({jite IS /.<>// in this Posrti<>')
to Cut tl.<- kiutt «f«i of rif*tt pomh.

2

-y

Figure 24

Decide upon the pitch to be used,
Multiply the pitch by the span to get the
of the ridge above the plate.
5.
Put all these figures down.
3.
4.

rise.

The

rise is the height

Select a straight piece ot the material to be used as rafters which

6.

is

usually 2"x4" or 2"x6".

Determine the center of one side and mark a line down the center
7.
from one to the other.
8.
Take 12" on the blade of the steel square, which is the long side of
the square, and as many inches on the tongue of the square as there are
Inches of rise to the foot of run.

Hold these two points

upper end
tongue
and blade on the edge of square on which points are held. (Best results can
be obtained by working from inside of square.)
Apply the square on the line
holding these two points as many times as there are feet in the run. Study
the diagram. The diagram above is graphical scale of the following problem:
9.

of

at the center line

the rafter with the tongue to top edge.

A.

Building with a span of

B.

Cutting the rafter:

Saw

8'

and

the first line on the upper end.

and begin

at the

Mark along edge

of the

pitch.

Saw

the bird's

mouth

or rafter seat

V

from center line. Saw end of the rafter plumb. The part of
the rafter that sticks over from the plate is called the tail and can be any
length desired. Decide on length of tail.
Cut plumb by applying square as
by sawing out

shown

in

diagram.

Determining length of rafter:
It is necessary to know the dimensions of lumber needed in building a
building.
This is especially true with respect to framing. In order to determine what length rafter material to buy, the length of the rafter must be deC.

The rule lor determining ratter length is as follows: Take as
inches on the blade of the square as there are feet in the run and
as
inches on the tongue as there are feet in the rise. Measure the diagonal distance between these two points.
Each inch found will represent 1
foot of rafter.
Thus, in the example cited above we take 4" on the blade and
4" on the tongue and find that the diagonal distance between
these two points
is 5%"; therefore, the length of the rafter in feet
will be 5' and 8".
termined.

many
many

A Handsaw Clamp
OF Clam

Frtfi

t'ND

rofi>
L Oc/r

W/Of

Figure

ich

t
,

I

Of
"
I

OfcP

'fy
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Materials Needed

Lumber:
Pieces

Dimensions

Use

Two

13^"x334"x

One
One

7/8"x2"

x20"

Bottom brace

7/8"x4"

x20"

Middle

7/8"x6"

x30"

Jaws

4'

Posts

Two
Two

7/8"xli^"xl8"

One

7/8"xlH"xl2"

Levers
Brace

Two

7/8"x2J4"x 9"

Lock

One

piece of broomstick

18-3/8"

brace

for

Lever

long for lock bar

Hardware:
Two

3-inch strap hinges

Eight 1^-inch
to

No. 9 flathead wood screws, to assemble

Twelve \%" No. 9
and back jaws

Two

level

and triangular lock pieces

levers
or

No.

to

posts

10

ly," No. 9 flathead screws

flathead

wood screws,

to

and two %"x2" flathead

fasten

bolts,

middle and
to fasten

bottom braces

levers to

jaw
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Saws,"

York.

Making

Two-Horse Evener

a

Figure 26

Materials Needed:
1

oak or hickory I^"x4i/2"x4'

piece

2-i4"x4" carriage bolts

Directions:
1.

Select a good straight piece of oak or hickory and cut to the dimen-

sions indicated in figure 26.
2.

3.

feet.
4.

rough edges off with jack plane.
steel square and measure 1/2 the length of the piece or two
Mark this point by drawing a pencil line across one surface.
On the same surface, measure 1" from the edge on both ends and
Dress

all

Take the

mark.

Take the steel square and mark a line from the back edge of the
5.
piece at the line in the center to the point 1" from the back edge on the end.
Repeat the process for the other end.
6.
Turn the piece edgewise, measure

1"

from each end and bore the

14'*

holes as indicated in drawing.
7.

%"

8.
jis

Measure IV2" from the back edge and

2"

from the ends and bore the

holes as indicated in drawing.

Measure

from the front edge on the

%"

the center and bore another

line that

has been marked

hole.

Place the 14 " bolts in place, tighten and brad nuts on.
Apply one or two coats of red or green implement paint.
NOTE: The life and strength of the evener can be increased by boring
the holes large enough to receive a %" pipe, cut the pieces of pipe i/i" longer than the thickness of the evener.
Drive the pieces of pipe in the holes and
batter the outer edge of each end so that the piece of pipe will be held tightly
9.

10.

In

place.

•

Building a

Lawn

Set and

Lawn Table

Materials Needed:
A,

Lumber

for

two chairs:

4 pieces

i^"x3i^"x22" for front uprights

4 pieces

M"x354"x22"

for upright

4 pieces

^"x5M"x30"
^"x7^"x26"
^"x5^"xl5"
M"x3K"x21"
^"x3M"x27"

for

long seat supports

for

arms
arm supports

4 pieces
4

pieces

4 pieces
2

lU

6

pieces

for

back supports

and back cross rails
upper back cross rails

for front
for

pieces •>i"x3'/2"xl9j4" for seat slats
pieces

K"x3^"x33"

for

back

slats

FARM MECPIANICS
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Limiber for double chair or settee:

B.

pieces }i"x33A"x22" for front uprights
pieces ^"x3^"x22" for upright back supports
f4"x5f4"x30" for long seat supports
pieces 5<t"x7)4"x26" for arms
pieces )4"x5M"xl5" for arm supports
pieces ^"x3M"x42" for front and back cross rails
piece
i4"x3M"x48" for upper cross rail
pieces ^"x3Vi"x40^" for seat slats
pieces ^:+"x3-34"x33" for slats

1
2

2 pieces
2

2
2
1

5

7

other materials:

C.

and 8d finishing nails
quarts outside white paint.

h<\

2

Lumber

D.

l^"xlJ4"x30"

for

legs

4

pieces

4

pieces •)4"x3^"x21" for side

2

pieces >^"x2"x33" for

J4"x3^"x28"

7 pieces

(Porch or deck paint works very nicely on this set)

lawn table:

tor

rails

diagonal braces near bottom of legs

for

top

Directions:

Mark and

cut

all

pieces to

stock as called for in

bill

of mater-

1.

ial

and sketches.
Shape end
2.

shown

in

Shape

3.

shown

in

14 "

cated in
to

1/4"
5.

Bevel upper back support on

arm

piece.

Place front

front

upright piece.

De

Nail
in

i3"

all

pieces

drawing

so that top

rail

from

will

7.

as

of outside of top corner.

edge

shown

pieces

support by startfrom lower corner, as indidrawing and saw straight

level with
6.

arm

all

drawing.

Saw arm

4.

ing

back pieces as

of

drawing.

bottom
in

with

place
6d

or

of

as
8d

nails.
8.

Nail

all

pieces securely and
Figure 28
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countersink heads of

all

nails.

Sandpaper all the surface to a smooth finish.
Put on a thin coat of paint, brush in well and allow

9.

10.

337

to

dry thoroughly

before applying second coat.
Sandpaper lightly with worn sandpaper.
11.

Put on a second coat of a good grade of outside paint.
be used with satisfactory results.

12.

Porch or deck

may

paint

Lawn Bench
Materials Needed:

Lumber:
I"x4"x48", seat slats

5

pieces

2

pieces 2"xl2"xl2i4", legs

and

4

pieces 2"x2"xl8", caps

1

piece 2"x4"x46", tie rod, cut hole in leg 2"x2"

2

wooden pins

Common

nails,

feet

and notch

tie

rod to

fit

20d and 12d

Directions:

Cut

1.

all

called for in

pieces to dimensions
of materials.

bill

Saw ends

2.

of seat slats, caps

and feet at 45° angle and sand
smooth rounding edge.
Shape legs as indicated
3.

to

in

picture.
4.
Cut hole through legs and
notch tie rod to fit. Fasten legs together by means of tie rod and
wooden pin. The wooden pins should
be i^"x4" and tapered so that they

tighten up as they are driven

will
in.

5.

Nail on

caps and feet with

20d nails.
6.

Nail on seat slats with 12d

nails.

Countersink all nail
7.
and sand smooth with No.

1

heads
sand
Figure 29

paper.

Apply two or three coats of good grade exterior white paint.
NOTE: If bench seat sags or is too limber, fasten a l"x4" strip across
bottom of seat slats at middle. This will strengthen the seat and will prevent
individual slats from sagging.
8.

Porch Swing
Materials Needed:
3

pieces I"x4"x20", seat supporters

2 pieces
3

r'x4"xl2", front post

pieces I"x4"x20", back post

2 pieces
2 pieces

I"x4"x24",
I"x2"x22",

arm
arm support

1

piece I"x4"x42", front of swing across ends of seat supporters

7

pieces

1

piece

15

I"x2"x42", swing floor
I"x2"x42", across top of back post

pieces I"x2"xl7", back of

swing

,

FARM MECHANICS
1

piece l"xr'x42" for

5

bolts

4

hammock hooks

back strip brace

J4"x2", carriage bolts to fasten post

Cut

to seat

supporters

hang swing

to

Figure

Directions:
1.

43

30

pieces I"x4"x20" for seat supporters.

3

Hollow these pieces

to

give a curve in floor of swing.

Cut

2.

with

14

3.

2

pieces I"x4"xl2" for front post, fasten post to seat supporters

"x2" bolts.

Cut

3

pieces I"x4"x20" for back post.

Fasten back post to seat sup-

porters with 14 "x2" bolts at approximately 105° angle to sleepers.
4.

Cut

1

piece

I"x4"x42", fasten across front of swing at ends of seat

supporters.
5.
Cut 4 pieces I"x4"x42" and rip in center to floor swing. Leave 7/8"
space between floor strips. Bevel back edge of back seat strip to fit angle of
back of swing.
(Nail with 6d finishing or casing nails and countersink all

nail heads.)
6.
Cut back post diagonally so that top end will be two inches wide and
bottom end 4" wide. iCut 1 piece I"x2"x42" and fasten across top of back

post.
7.

Cut

8

pieces I"x4"xl7" and rip in center for back strips, leave 7/8"

space between strips.

Nail top of back strips in by nailing throu'gh from top
back top cross strip with 4d finishing nails. Nail bottom of back strips in
by nailing through from back into the edge of back seat strip.
8.
Cut piece l"xl" and fasten across top of seat supporters behind
back strips.
9.
Cut 2 pieces I"x4"x24", hollow or curve as much as desired and fasten
of

on for arm as shown in picture.
10.
Cut 2 pieces I"x2"x22" and fasten under arm to front and back post
to brace arm.
11.

shown
12.

13.

Fasten

hammock hooks

to

front and

back post with stove bolts as

in picture.

of the swing may be increased as desired.
Paint with two coats of paint of color desired.

The length

MISS.
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HANDY FARM DEVICES
Home-Made Cane Knife
Here
that

is

butcher

cane knife
A
easily made.
a

is

may

blade

knife

A or

be used but a piece of old

grain
the

cradle

same

blade

size

is

about
better.

of riveting blade
handle use a link of a

Instead
to

trace

chain.

Flatten two

Figure

i

3i

sides of one end of the stick used for the handle so the link will

blade through split and link will not

slip.

Length

fit,

then insert

and width

of link

of

handle

will regulate the pitch of the blade.
„.

Charles B. Graham,
King William County, Virginia.

Simple Post Brace
It

not necessary to

is

set an extra post to brace

a corner post

if

the brac-

done as shown here.
The flat rock keeps the
brace from sinking into
ground
and
the
wire
ing

is

holds

it

t:ght.

Ivy M.
Figure

Howard.

32

Hinges From Old Horse-Shoes

Hinges made from old horse-shoes
by bending the ends of them as shown
in
the
accompanying illustrations,

m
Figure

33

give a door or gate a rustic, attractive ap-

o

peai'ance and last indefinitely.

Ivy M. Howard,

Payne County, Okla.

Home-Made Shower
This
Figure 34

is

six

easy-to-make
feet

square

shower bath room
seven
and
feet

FARM
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door, small window, towel bar, soap tray,
It, is floored, has water outlet,
bath stool, and mirror attached to wall witli small dressinj? table under mirror
The 40-Kallon tank is made of an old stove tank, or
lor combs and brushes.

high.

The tank
The hose line

a barrel can be used.

is

filled

warm

of

rubber tubing

the water.

tionary spray head.

I

morning

early in the
is

hope many more farm people

so the sun can

21/2

feet long with a sta-

will

enjoy such a shower

bath as we do.

M. L.

S.

Hingeless Gate

Farm gates can be hung without hinges
by using scrap material available on most
an>-

farm.

ground or

A wagon wheel hub sunk
a

in

the

concrete block with a dished

out place in the center serves as a bottom

A

hinge.

inch

iron

eye-bolt made from a 1can be used for the upper

large

rod

hinge.

Ivy M. Howard,

Two Garden

A

tool

useful

in

Helps

weeding onions and

other closely growing vegetables, suggests
Ivy M.

Howard,

Oklahoma, may be made

of

by bending an ordinary 10 or 12-inch file
into a hoe-shaped implement, sharpening

and fastening it to a
implement will go beFigure 36
tween the small plants without injuring them as does an ordinary hoe,

the

hot'

point end of

handle.

it,

This

Charles L, Stewart of Alabama suggests a method of sticking pole beans
by using pointed 3x4's or pine poles seven feet long. Beginning 14 or 15 inches

from the point, drive in staples 4 or 5 inches apart. Put the stakes about
8 feet apart in the middles between double bean rows and string telephone
wire through the staple eyelets. If stored in a dry place at end of season, the
stakes and wire will last many years.

From Can Key

to Needle

After you open a can of potted
meat, or any other can requiring a
key,

don't

throw

You can make

away

the

key.

good needle out
of it.
Just straighten the key and
file into a round shape, filing the
end to a fine point. The eye is already made, of course. After the
Figure 37
proper size is obtained, sandpaper the key to insure perfect smoothness. Thus
you have a dandy needle for sewing anything requiring heavy thread.
a

Joseph H. Bridges,
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Mole Trap

Figure 38

Find a run that is used regularly by the mole. Then with a post-hole digger dig a hole the size ot a gallon bucket down through the run, so that when
is placed in the hole the top of the bucket will be just below the
Plug each end of the tunnel with loose dirt. When the mole presses
out he will fall into the bucket and cannot climb out. Place a board over

the bucket
tunnel.
dirt

the hole.

Georgie

W.

Taylor,

Monroe County,

Mississippi.

Gate Brace Prevents Sagging

On

the farm, gates

that sag not only look
bad,

but

they

are

sometimes very hard
to open.
One farmer
whose home - made
gates
were
always
sagging,

devised

shown
accompanying
brace

in

V

the
the
illirs-

tration.

Put on the bottom
hinge

in

the

regular

Figure 39

way, but instead of bolting the strap of the hinge to a slat, let it extend between the two pieces. Take a small turnbuckle, something like the kind used
on screen doors, and put one end of it into an eye of the hinge. Attach a piece
of wire to the other end of the gate. Fasten the loose end of the wire to the
turnbuckle. Tighten until the gate swings clear of the ground.

M. L. Golden,
Panola County, Mississippi.
Pipe Wrencli Substitute
If

you haven't a pipe wrench handy,

make one with two old files and an ordinary washer, as shown in the drawing.
Hubert Gann,
Titus County, Texas.
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Staple Puller
In

down a wire

taking

fence pulling out the staples
usually

is

a

problem,

but

with an old mowing-machine
a claw hammer,
becomes a simple matter.

guard and
it

Just drive

the

point of the

guard behind the wire and
under the staple as shown in
the sketch.

Figure

41

Myron Lynam,
Oktibbeha County, Mississippi.

THE FARM WORKSHOP
On many farms much time and money is wasted, many needed repairs,
home conveniences go undone because:
the necessary farm shop skills have not been acquired by many farmers

construction of farm equipment and
(1)

and farm boys,

(2)

the failure to provide a definite farm workshop, and

(3)

the failure to secure needed tools and equipment.
is

It

recognized that

many farmers and farm boys

will

have

to

do con-

siderable practice to acquire the farm shop skills necessary to do farm shop

work

successfully.

A

farm workshop with needed tools and equipment would

be an incentive for farmers and farm boys to do enough practice to develop
the farm shop skills necessary to do farm shop work successfully.
Failure to provide a definite place or building for a workshop

is

one of

the causes for needed repair jobs, and construction of farm equipment and

home conveniences to go undone. The chances are that without a definite
work many farmers and farm boys will waste many rainy and wintry

place to

days that might be profitably used doing needed repair work and building
needed farm equipment and home conveniences.

many

cases a farm workshop

may

be had by building a shed on the
an implement shed or separate building might be utilized as a farm workshop.
It is very important that the
building provided be comfortable enough to permit working on cold wintry
In

side or back of the garage.

The end

of

days.

The lack of tools and equipment on many farms causes much farm shop
work to go undone. Many farmers may possess the necessary farm shop skills,
and farm shop building, but have not the needed tools and equipment which
causes farm shop work to go undone or it has to be hired done. Many farmers
have enough tools on hand to start a farm workshop if they were kept together.
in a

"A

place for everything and everything in

farm shop.

The following
might secure

its

place"

is

a good motto

Tools scattered around the farm are seldom in good condition.
is

list of tools and equipment that a farmer
farm workshop, which may be added to as needed:

a suggested

in starting a

MISS.
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Tools and Equipment

hammcr

2

screw drivers

1

hand saw
hand rip saw

2

1

jack plane

1
1

wood chisel— il-y/'
wood spirit level
hand axe

1

drawing knife

1
1

claw

(1

square

1

steel

1

set

1

sweep brace

auger

of

bits

large

and

1

small)
1-1")

Blacksmithing or Metal Working

1

hack saw
monkey wrench or Stillson
set of open end wrenches

1

chain

1

pair

]
1

C.

be Bought

Woodworking

A.

B.

lo

337

drill

hammer

pein

1

ball

1

pair straight lip tongs

1
1

(IK'

pounds)

blower
blacksmith's vise

pliers

Leather Working
1

1

trimming

leather

awl halt

with

set

knife
of

assorted

blades
1

leather

])aiier

sewing needles

awl

1

collar

1

ball

1

riveting

linen

or

flax

thread

machine

Tools and Equipment Home-Made:
1

2
1

anvil

made from

railroad

saw horses
leather

stitching

clamp

steel

1

work
saw

1

forge

1

table equipped with vise
filing

clamp

hearth

